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Chanan Ariel

Four New Interpretations in the Dead Sea Scrolls

This paper proposes new interpretations of four difficult phrases in the 
Qumran scrolls that have puzzled scholars. The first phrase – חלמות נביאים 
 is understood as ‘prophetic vision will chase – (11QPsa col. 22, l. 14) תתבעך
you’ corresponding to the primary meaning of the root תב"ע; the second – 
 is interpreted as ‘you shall suffer’, following – (4Q417 frg. 2a + 26, l. 10) תעמל
a semantic shift in which the result is substituted for cause (metonymy); 
the third – עבד ברוח (4Q416 frg. 2b, l. 18) – is interpreted as ‘a slave not 
rewarded for his work’; and the fourth – חריתי נפשי (11QPsa col. 21, l. 15–16) – 
is understood as a variant in the pi‘el verbal pattern with the reflexive 
pronoun נפש of the more natural ֶנֱחֵריִתי* in the nif ‘al pattern, a synonym 
of קנאתי. The proposed interpretations rely on the immediate context, the 
laws of biblical Hebrew, and the language of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and 
are the results of a study conducted at the Historical Dictionary Project 
of the Academy of the Hebrew Language.

Nurit Shoval-Dudai

Greek and Latin Loanwords in the Historical 
Dictionary of the Hebrew Language

A considerable number of Greek and Latin loanwords, acquired during 
the period when Palestine was under Hellenistic and Roman rule, entered 
the Hebrew language through rabbinic literature. My lecture described 
the progress made in the study of these words in the context of the 
Historical Dictionary of the Hebrew Language. I proposed, in addition, 
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a new perspective on these loanwords by classifying them according to 
borrowing patterns from those languages into Hebrew. An appendix 
illustrates some recurring problems in the treatment of these words.

Ariel Shaveh

Vocalized Forms in Manuscripts of Rashi’s 
Commentary on the Pentateuch

The study of early manuscripts of Rashi’s commentary on the Pentateuch 
generally focuses on an attempt to reconstruct the original version, which 
indeed suffered numerous corruptions over the centuries. Less attention is 
paid to the fact that the information appearing in these textual witnesses 
is not limited to the commentary’s consonantal base. Some manuscripts 
include vocalized words, and these forms were more than once found 
to be unexpected and surprising. The examples discussed in this paper 
demonstrate various functions of this use of vocalization technique: 
sometimes it is essential for a more complete and accurate understanding 
of the commentary; in other cases it reflects linguistic innovations by the 
author; and lastly, it can imply an uncommon version of the biblical text. 

Tamar Katz

Difficult Biblical Words in Modern Hebrew

Some simple, ordinary words in modern Hebrew are originally biblical 
words of unknown or obscure meaning. They entered modern Hebrew 
through various means, three of which are demonstrated in this article: 
(1) use of the difficult word in line with an explanation given by a classical 
commentator. For example, the meaning ‘sound’ for the word ְצִליל is based 
on the explanation of Rabbi David Kimḥi and other medieval commentators; 
(2) use of the difficult word according to a late commentary. For instance, 
the modern meaning ‘muscle’ for ִריר  follows a late understanding of  ׁשְ
this biblical word (its classical understanding is ‘navel’); and (3) use of 
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the difficult word according to its biblical context. Such is the verb ַרט  :ּפָ
mentioned in the book of Amos alongside the musical instrument ֵנֶבל 
(normally understood as harp), it came to mean playing stringed instruments 
in modern Hebrew.

Emmanuel Mastéy

Reconstructing Linguistic Forms in MS Kaufmann 
of the Mishnah: Deleted Text, Its Significance, 

and Methods of Restoration

This paper deals with forms and expressions that appear to have been 
in use in mishnaic Hebrew. Although the vocalizer of MS Kaufmann 
(Budapest A50) of the Mishnah has deleted them by scraping the vellum, 
it may be possible to reconstruct them by examining their traces in the 
original manuscript and through application of linguistic inferencing. 
I demonstrate several methods of restoration and explore three sample 
forms in detail. The first is the verb לחלח (‘to moisten’), which might be 
thought to postdate the Mishnah. But, as shown here, the scribe did in 
fact use this verb in his original copy (Nid. 7: 2). The second is the verb 
 .in a special usage, ‘to cut off [one’s hand]’ (B. Qam. 8 :1, 7) (’to trim‘) קצע
The third is the name of a pagan festival dedicated to the Roman caesars. 
I conjecture that the original name was a Greek term meaning ‘resurrection, 
rebirth’ (‘Abod. Zar. 1: 3).

Doron Yaˈakov

Mishnaic Hebrew: The Written 
and Oral Yemenite Tradition

Known as the best oral tradition among the reading traditions of the 
Mishnah, we usually assume that the Yemenite tradition is based solely 
on the reader’s memory of the tradition regarding each word imparted 
by his teachers from the previous generation. There is, however, a large 
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group of words with which the Yemenite reader is familiar through the 
Aramaic Targums of the Bible. Well known in Yemen, they were read 
publicly during the Torah reading on Shabbat and holidays. Furthermore, 
the Targums were apparently always read from vocalized texts. Of the 
hundreds of extant manuscripts of the Targums written in Yemen from the 
fourteenth to the twentieth centuries, all are fully vocalized. The Mishnah 
and the Targums share common or similar forms and will in the majority 
of cases be read in the same way. Therefore, the reading of this group of 
words in the Mishnah relies on a written tradition, the vocalized forms 
in the Targums.

Alexey (Eliyahu) Yuditsky

Jerome’s Transcriptions of Hebrew: A Reexamination

This article is dedicated to reexamination of the Latin transcriptions of 
Hebrew words interlaced in the biblical commentaries of the Church 
Father St. Jerome (347–420). The first part of the article demonstrates 
that the existing treatments of Jerome’s Hebrew transcriptions are often 
based on inaccurate sources, making the use of reliable manuscripts for 
clarification of the versions a desideratum. The second part of the article 
considers a number of morphological issues. Thus, it is argued that forms 
such as chaphir (כפיר) and mail (מעיל), presumably exhibit the original 
qatīl pattern, and the. noun transcribed as messio (משיחו) is apparently 
patterned in qittīl.

Michal Bar-Asher Siegal

On the Meaning of הררים

Mishnah Ḥagigah 1: 8 provides categories for conceptualizing the relationship 
between various rabbinic laws and Scripture. One is laws akin to “mountains 
hanging by a strand, since they are little Scripture and many laws”. This 
article offers a philological examination of this enigmatic metaphor, 
focusing on the meaning of the term הררים.
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Yigal Bloch

‘Making One’s Way’ in the Qal and Pi‘el Stems

This article treats the final sentence in a Hebrew ostracon from the Late Iron 
Age (ca. 600 B.C.E.), first published by André Lemaire and Ada Yardeni in 
2006 and republished in Hebrew by Shmuel Ahịtuv in 2012. The ostracon 
is a letter addressed to a certain Pelatỵahu, in which the sender reprimands 
him for not having carried out his previous instruction, ʿ  š drkk (lit., ‘Make 
your way!’). Argued here is that the context of the ostracon suggests that 
this instruction pertained to Pelatỵahu’s required departure on some 
journey, similar to the use of the idiom ʿśy drk in Judg. 17: 8 (rather than 
pertaining to general management of business affairs, which may be the 
meaning of ʿśy drk in Isa. 58:13).

As noted by Ahịtuv, a similar idiom, ḫarrāna epēšu, is attested in Akkadian. 
The author argues against Ahịtuv that the Akkadian idiom refers to making 
journeys of different kinds, not just commercial journeys. Furthermore, 
provided here is evidence for a shift in the verbal stem of epēšu, ‘to do’ in 
the Akkadian idiom, during the second millennium BCE: from the G-stem 
(parallel to Hebrew qal ) to the D-stem (parallel to Hebrew pi‘el). The article  
argues that a similar shift could have taken place in Hebrew of the biblical 
period, and that the defective spelling ʿ š in the letter to Pelatỵahu is best 
understood as a pi‘el imperative: ʿ aś. An example of the use of the verb ʿ śy 
in the pi‘el stem (in the meaning ‘to do’,  normally attested for the same 
verb in qal ) can be found in Ps. 139:15.

Carmit Miller Shapiro

 :(’Look, the idea here is different‘) תראי, הרעיון פה הוא שונה
The Verb ראה as a Discourse Marker in Hebrew

The verb ראה (‘see’), which is composed of the root רא"י in the pa‘al verbal 
pattern, indicates sensory or mental perception. Hebrew has two discourse 
markers (Maschler 2009) composed of the verb תראי / תראה :ראה (‘look’, 
masc. /fem.) and את רוָאה / אתה רוֶאה (‘you see!’ masc. /fem.). Contrary to 
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the verb ראה, which can be conjugated and can appear with or without a 
complement, the discourse markers composed of this verb neither change 
nor appear with any complement but function as fixed formulas.

This study explores the usages of the verb ראה and the discourse markers 
composed of this verb in casual Hebrew conversations. Based on these 
usages, I suggest the grammaticization path (Hopper and Traugott 2003) 
of these utterances in Hebrew. The different functions and morphological-
syntactic properties of the elements studied suggest that the verb ראה 
underwent a process in which it first expressed only sensory perception 
and then also mental perception. Subsequently, the verb came to express 
epistemic stance, was later used to draw the interlocutor’s attention, and 
was finally fixed in specific forms that function as discourse markers: תראה / 
 functions to mitigate the utterances of the speaker or to draw the תראי
interlocutor’s attention to them, and אתה רואה / את רואה indicates a proof 
that emerges from the conversation. I argue that this process stems from 
metaphoric process (Claudi and Heine 1986) and from conventionalizing of 
conversational implicatures (Grice 1975; Traugott 1989) and is accompanied 
by de-categorialization, persistence (Hopper 1991), subjectification, and 
intersubjectification (Traugott 2003).

Pnina Shukrun-Nagar

Syntactic Means of Constructing Paradoxical 
Contradictions of Expectations

Based on twenty-eight items broadcast on Israeli Channel Two news 
in 2009, this paper discusses the syntactic means used in Israeli news 
discourse to portray positions or acts of Ḥaredim as paradoxical, namely 
as contradicting expectations or common sense. I argue that two types 
of syntactic means take part in the construction of these paradoxes: first, 
the use of contrastive, concessive, and negative markers, which contrast 
reality with expectations by virtue of their semantic components as well as 
the syntactic structures in which they are embedded (‘a but b’,  ‘despite a’, 
‘a and not b’,  ‘not a’); second, attributive clauses and appositions which, 
due to their pragmatic function of marking their contents as given, present 
controversial or new data as factual and definite.
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I show that paradoxicality is attributed to Ḥaredim with regard to 
their worldview, conduct, and influence on the public arena; I explain 
this as reflecting the common resentment toward Ḥaredim for enjoying 
governmental financial support as well as wide public influence, while 
bearing little of the economic and security burden in Israel. Moreover, I 
argue that attributing paradoxicality to Ḥaredim serves as an argumentative 
strategy for promoting secular positions and rejecting ḥaredi ones in the 
reportage of secular-ḥaredi conflicts on the mainstream news.

Michael Rand

Mah ̣zor as a Bibliographical and Liturgical Term 
in the Medieval East

In this brief note, the author reviews the few attestations to the use of the 
term maḥzor in bibliographical and liturgical contexts in the medieval East. 
The evidence suggests that, in such contexts, the basic meaning of the word 
is “codex, booklet”. It further appears that, as used in the genitive phrase 
“maḥzor PN” (“the maḥzor of PN”), the term came to signify a collection 
(i.e., cycle) of compositions, all belonging to a specific genre, by a certain 
author. Thus, for example, the famous “Maḥzor Yannai” is the collection 
of Yannai’s qedushtaot for the triennial Palestinian lectionary cycle.

John Glucker

Who Invented the Goy?

This article is a response to two articles by Adi Ophir and Ishay Rosen-Zvi. 
Both argue that, in the Bible, the distinction between Israelite and stranger 
is not absolute, because the ger enjoys an intermediate status; but starting 
with talmudic Hebrew, the difference between Jew and gentile ( goy) is 
“binary and total”. I show that biblical ger, despite some privileges, is no less 
a stranger than the nochri, and that in numerous talmudic sources Kutim 
(Samaritans) have an intermediate position between Jew and nochri /goy. 
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Their claim that the new, talmudic Hebrew sense of goy as an individual 
non-Jew was invented by the Apostle Paul is refuted in the main part of 
the article through evidence from the Septuagint, the New Testament, and 
later Christian sources, as well as by pointing out the unlikelihood that 
Greek texts, written for Christian communities, would have influenced 
tannaitic Hebrew usage.

English summaries edited by Dena Ordan


